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A B S T R A C T

The paper sets out a proposal for bridging and linking three approaches to the analysis of transitions to
sustainable and low-carbon societies: quantitative systems modelling; socio-technical transition
analysis; and initiative-based learning. We argue that each of these approaches presents a partial and
incomplete picture, which has implications for the quality and usefulness of the insights they can deliver
for policy and practice. A framework for bridging these different approaches promises to enrich each of
the approaches, while providing the basis for a more robust and complete analysis of sustainable
transitions pathways that serves better to address questions and dilemmas faced by decision-makers and
practitioners. We elaborate five key challenges for the analysis and governance of transitions pathways,
and compare the three approaches in relation to each of these. We suggest an integration strategy based
on alignment, bridging, and iteration, arguing that a structured dialogue between practitioners of
different approaches is needed. In practical terms, such a dialogue would be organised around three areas
of joint knowledge production: defining common analytical or governance problems to be tackled
through integration; establishing shared concepts (boundary objects); and establishing operational
bridging devices (data and metrics, pathways evaluation and their delivery). Such processes could
include experts and societal partners. We draw conclusions about future research perspectives and the
role of analysis in transitions governance.
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1. Introduction

Global environmental and sustainability challenges, including
climate change and biodiversity loss, are among the great
problems of our time. Limiting global warming to 2 �C, improving
resource efficiency, and halting the loss of biodiversity, while
improving human well-being, requires radical departures at global,
national and local scales from current resource-intensive and high-
emission development trajectories (Kriegler et al., 2015, 2014;
Tavoni et al., 2015; van Vuuren et al., 2015). Such a departure
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requires ambitious socio-technical transformations in domains
such as energy, mobility and food domains, locally and globally.
Governments have made political commitments to such tran-
sitions and are seeking to foster them, while business and
consumer-citizens have also expressed interest in enacting
transformative initiatives and behaviours. However, the scale,
scope and urgency of the transitions required are considerable,
while deliberately managing such processes is a huge challenge,
even for large and powerful actors like governments and global
businesses.

The international community and many countries have made
policy commitments for decarbonisation and sustainability
transitions (UNFCC, 2011; UN, 2012). The European Union, for
instance, has set an ambitious target to reduce carbon emissions by
at least 80 percent by 2050 (European Commission, 2011a;
European Commission, 2014), to manage resources sustainably
and to halt biodiversity loss by 2020 (European Commission,
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2011b). The Chinese and United States governments jointly
announced in 2014 post-2020 targets on climate change, with
China intending to peak its CO2 emissions by around 2030, while
the United States announced reductions of 26–28% below 2005 by
2025 (White House, 2014).

For climate change, the national targets to date do not add up to
meet the internationally agreed aim to keep the increase of global
mean temperature to less than 2 �C (UNEP, 2014). Moreover,
current policies are often not sufficient to meet the announced
targets (Roelfsema et al., 2014; Wiseman et al., 2013; Wise et al.,
2014; Tittensor et al., 2014). This is due to a combination of
economic, political, social and cultural factors.

In addition to the societal challenge, there is also a serious
analytical challenge. While there is a need to improve under-
standing of transitions processes in order to better inform policy, it
should be noted that such transformations involving technological,
economic, social and ecological change are complex. Therefore,
there are major limits to the capacity to project and to govern
transitions-in-the-making. A practical approach will involve the
ability to capture analytically as robustly as possible the current
state of transitions processes, through an assessment of the current
scale, scope, and momentum of transitions, and an analysis of
adjustments that would be needed to achieve longer-term targets.
Effective governance of transitions needs to be appreciative of
complexity, uncertainty, emergence and asymmetries of power, it
needs to mobilise deep analysis and timely data, and involve a
broad variety of actors in processes of learning, experimentation
and adaptive adjustment as new facts and perspectives become
available.

Sustainability transitions have become the object of increas-
ingly refined academic debates across a wide range of disciplines
(Markard et al., 2012; Söderholm et al., 2011; Shove and Walker,
2010), but – besides notable examples mobilised in Section 4.2
– remain tied to relatively isolated analytical approaches. This
fragmentation is an obstacle to analytical advance and therefore a
constraint on the capacity to govern transitions effectively. There is
a need to take advantage of the multiplicity of analytical
perspectives on the critical shaping factors and opportunities for
accelerating change. We need better ways of evaluating sustain-
ability transitions pathways: where do we stand? Where we are
heading? And, how we can get there?

In this article, we employ the notion of transitions pathways
(Geels and Schot, 2007) to capture the idea that transitions are not
determined and linear, but rather involve context-dependent
evolutionary processes with emergent properties. Transitions
pathways can be seen as analytical constructions that vary across
approaches – whether mobilised to denote specific modelling
scenarios inspired by socio-technical transitions studies (Foxon
et al., 2010; Foxon et al., 2013) or in relation to principles for
informed governance that situates experimentation within
broader sequences of transformative change (Wise et al., 2014).
Transitions pathways allow us better to sense and apprehend
unfolding transition processes and opportunities for intervention.
We define transitions pathways as patterns of changes in socio-
technical systems unfolding over time that lead to new ways of
achieving specific societal functions. Transitions pathways involve
varying degrees of reconfiguration across technologies, supporting
infrastructures, business models and production systems, as well
as the preferences and behaviour of consumers.

We address the challenge of sustainability transitions by
exploring the potential for integration across three analytical
approaches. We here refer to the following broadly defined
perspectives: quantitative systems modelling provides a future-
oriented perspective on transitions and focuses on techno-
economic and behavioural options to achieve specific sustainabili-
ty or low-carbon targets. Socio-technical transition analysis
provides a historically informed perspective on transitions and
focuses on the interaction of technical, institutional, and socio-
political change processes. Initiative-based learning provides a
situated micro-perspective on local-scale projects, and focuses on
the role and interplay of actors such as citizens, businesses, civil
society organisations and (local) government in developing,
legitimising and scaling up innovative sustainability solutions in
practice.

We recognise that there are other literatures concerned with
social, economic and political transformations, but have chosen to
focus on those contributions that focus on the co-evolution of
social and technological innovation processes to address sustain-
ability challenges. For instance, we have not considered complexity
or socio-ecological approaches (Leach et al., 2010; Pielke et al.,
2012), which may further inform on changes to the environment,
the complexity of adaptive human behaviours. We further note
that distinctions between literatures are bound to bear some
element of arbitrariness. Our main aim in drawing boundaries
between approaches is to point-up distinctions as a basis for
enabling integration.

We argue that current and prospective sustainability tran-
sitions can be more robustly analysed in their variety and
complexity by drawing on the respective strengths of these three
analytical approaches – an opportunity to bring different kinds of
information to bear on transitions assessments and the governance
of underlying mechanisms. We believe that a dialogue is needed
between approaches, and suggest an integration strategy based on
alignment, bridging, and iterations thereof.

In the next section we outline key analytical problems for the
evaluation of sustainability transitions. This is followed by a
detailed overview of the three approaches and their strengths and
weaknesses. We then discuss how the identified analytical
problems may be handled through more integrated approaches,
before proposing strategies for analytical integration. Finally, we
draw conclusions about future research perspectives and the role
of analysis in transitions governance.

2. Shaping sustainability transitions: five analytical challenges
and related governance implications

Central to the analysis and governance of transitions pathways
is the appreciation of a process of change in interacting social,
technical, institutional and ecological systems. Not only are these
socio-technical-ecological configurations complicated to describe
and understand, a useful analysis of transformational change must
capture new problems and phenomena emerging through the
process of reconfiguration. A system undergoing transformation is
never fully ordered and stabilised, and so requires a continuing
readjustment in the categories and metrics used to describe and
analyse it.

Sustainability transitions present a number of challenges due to
(1) the multiple scales, geographies and temporalities of transfor-
mational processes, (2) uncertainties associated with radical
innovation and the limits of prediction, (3) the interplay between
the inertia of existing socio-technical systems and the emergence
of novelty, (4) the problem of shaping innovation in relation to
multiple social objectives and public goods, and (5) contested
perspectives about the governance of complex processes of social,
economic and technical change. Actively shaping sustainability
‘transitions in the making’ needs analytical approaches that take
such difficulties and related challenges into account.

2.1. Scales, geographies and temporality

Socio-technical transitions involve change unfolding over
extended periods of time (decades) and spanning different scales
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(territorial, jurisdictional, organisational, cultural) (Wiseman et al.,
2013). There is no single (spatial or temporal) vantage point from
which socio-technical transitions can be comprehensively ana-
lysed or steered (Hodson and Marvin, 2012). One response, as in
quantitative systems modelling, is to span extremely broad spatial
and temporal scales in a geographically-explicit way (Kareiva et al.,
2005). Another, as in the multi-level perspective (MLP) is to remain
scale invariant and apply structuration as the key dimension
(Geels, 2004), across stylised levels where socio-technical
phenomena are played out (niches, regimes and landscapes).
Transitions involve reconfigurations across levels in nested
systems composed of complex bundles of phenomena (Geels
et al., 2015).

In more quantitative studies, analytical tools exists that
describe relevant processes at different levels of scale – but such
tools will always be bounded by the need to avoid too much
complexity. In practice, there are a number of implications for
transition governance. First, while (technological) innovation
theory typically makes distinctions between innovation and
diffusion, in the study of sustainability transitions we are
concerned with the reconfiguration of socio-technical systems.
Diffusion of new technologies alone, assumed to be within a given
socio-technical configuration, may not be sufficient to describe a
process of transition. Rather, we are concerned with the re-design
and re-ordering of a system, a phase-change in which new actors,
relationships, logics, norms and performance criteria will emerge.
In general, analysis has been directed to understanding the
emergence of novelty at local scales (Späth and Rohracher, 2012),
but it clearly needs to able to capture transition processes (as
reconfigurations) across scales, understanding nestedness and
dependencies. For instance, in the case of electric vehicles, the
urban scale presents many advantages to overcome the initial
hurdle of charging infrastructure rollout (the ‘chicken-and-egg’
problem) and range anxiety. For an electric mobility transition
beyond urban pockets, such interventions need to be comple-
mented with national/transnational perspectives and attention to
global regime dynamics (Orsato et al., 2012; Nykvist and Nilsson,
2015). Multi-level governance frameworks offer a clear entrance
point for integration around issues spanning different jurisdictions
(Nilsson et al., 2012). It is also essential to enable stronger coupling
between on the one hand top-down visions and goal-setting, and
on the other hand the bottom-up emergence of novelty (Hara et al.,
2012).

Second, transitions in the making are not always eventful;
perceiving progress towards long-term objectives requires conti-
nuity in monitoring and appraisal, and an ability to project the
bigger picture. This may be difficult for key actors with short-term
orientations seeking immediate results (Hughes 2013). In practice,
navigating transitions requires connecting the past, the present
and the future through a sense of trajectory. Because of their
interest in transformational change, all three approaches call upon
and link elements of past, present and future in their methodolo-
gies. Nonetheless, the primary focus of their analysis tends to be
circumscribed within a given temporal frame. Analytically there is
a major challenge in connecting approaches that have thick
assessments of the past (socio-technical transitions analysis),
detailed assessments of the present (initiative-based learning),
with comprehensive projections of future trajectories (quantita-
tive systems modelling).

Third, transitions involve connected processes of change at
differing scales: global, national, regional and local, and across
different types of phenomena: organisations, institutions, behav-
iours and practices. The differentiation and connectedness across
socio-spatial scales has generated a ‘geographical turn’ in
transitions studies (Coenen and Truffer, 2012; Carvalho et al.,
2012; Hodson and Marvin, 2012; Hansen and Coenen, 2015).
2.2. Complexity and uncertainty

Technology and innovation dynamics are difficult to predict and
control. In practice, attempts to foster their development have led
to: slower development than foreseen (e.g. heat pumps and
electric cars); hype/disappointment cycles (e.g. hydrogen, bio-
fuels); unforeseen rapid diffusion (e.g. solar PV, meat-free
Mondays); and competition from dominant incumbents and from
alternatives (e.g. gas and CCS in power, hybrid cars) (Deetman et al.,
2015). The more disruptive a socio-technical change, the more
uncertain and uncommon it will be (hence reducing the potential
for control). This is because of the greater scope and depth of the
changes required, because of the more complex set of counter-
vailing factors (losses, unforeseen costs of adjustment, trade-offs,
resistance), and because of new problems that emerge in the
complex process of systems change. A related consideration is the
ability to capture fundamental system re-configurations that
challenge the very performance criteria by which existing systems
are analysed. While quantitative systems modelling is relatively
constrained by fixed initial system definition and structure, socio-
technical analysis has rested on ‘process tracing’ accommodating
fundamental shifts in analytical units and determinants of change
over time (Pettigrew Andrew, 1990).

Policy support for transitions needs to respond to unexpected
accelerations and tipping points, as well as unforeseen risks and
losses, and the distributional effects and power struggles
associated with such ‘wicked systems’ (Andersson et al., 2014).
Long-term commitments and signals are important, but so are the
timing and modulation of interventions in accordance to innova-
tion dynamics (e.g. experimentation, sunset clauses, degressive
support.), and more generally a reflexive disposition.

2.3. Innovation and inertia

Path dependence and inertia of socio-technical systems has
many features. Each analytical approach treats inertia differently,
suggesting different approaches to the dual governance problem of
sustaining momentum (and promoting radical innovations) (Smith
and Raven, 2012) and overcoming inertia (and breaking up the
resistance of mature and stable incumbents) (Turnheim and Geels,
2013). Quantitative systems models represent inertia via structural
techno-economic constraints (e.g. sunk investments), but also
carry an implicit understanding of inertia through the obduracy of
system architectures and the assumption of past optimisation
against economic criteria. For socio-technical analysis, inertia will
be the outcome of an inherent, structural resilience of a dominant
technology and regime (Geels, 2004), and all the advantages of
efficiency, orderedness and normalcy that this confers. Regimes
will be reproduced via prevailing regulatory, normative and
behavioural practices, but also through active defence and
resistance strategies of dominant market players. Market and
political power (of incumbents) are major sources of resistance to
change that will get in the way of transitions efforts (Geels, 2014). If
transitions are about both the generation of novelty and the
destabilisation of incumbent regimes, effective analytical
approaches will also need to capture these two sides of the
problem.

In practice, inertia and path dependence are manifest in, for
instance, the persistence of fossil fuels subsidies (OECD, 2012), the
centralised architecture of electricity supply and distribution, the
preference for technological fixes by powerful actors under
pressure (e.g. CCS and the coal industry). Behind each of these
forms of inertia stand powerful social, political and economic
interests, exerting an often-intangible influence. Including an
analysis of inertia in the analysis of transformations and transitions
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is difficult, but vital, especially since it is not a ‘dead weight’ but an
active exercise of power and custom.

2.4. Normative goals of transitions

Sustainability transitions require the emergence of new
(normative) criteria to judge the appropriateness and effectiveness
of innovation (cf. Kemp and van Lente 2011). Policy support for
innovation to achieve public goods (health, education, environ-
ment) is subject to changes in values, ideology and public
attention. Formulation and commitment to long-term goals may
be especially vulnerable to this problem. Highly-mobile and
contested public debates emerge around new technologies, and
these are subject to the emergence of new narratives, and
coalitions of advocacy and resistance. In this sense, sustainability
transitions can also be regarded as processes of deep cultural
change calling for new orientations for societal systems (Kemp and
Martens, 2007). But normative prescriptions alone cannot drive
sustainable transitions with the required sense of urgency.
‘Sustainability’ has yet to become an area of top strategic priority
for policy, comparable, say, to the traditional core state imperatives
of territorial, economic, and physical security (Dryzek et al., 2003).
Frequently sustainability goals need to be linked to other more
foundational goals, like human health, economic competitiveness,
or security. Such normative flexibility and fragility is deepened by
the multiplicity of objectives represented by the appeal to
sustainability. Optimising on a single objective like inflation,
growth or employment is a good deal more straightforward
analytically and in governance than balancing across many
objectives. The new UN Sustainable Development Goals embody
this problem, while they can serve to guide transitions only if they
can speak to a broad set of actors in global societies (Hajer et al.,
2015). Neither is sustainability a core criterion reflected in
mainstream consumers choices, or other economic considerations
of (boundedly rational) actors. Again, the derived value of
sustainability, such as cost-savings due to the reduction of waste
or avoidance of environmental taxes, often serves as a rationale for
action.

2.5. Perspectives on governing transitions

For all the reasons discussed, actively-shaping transition
dynamics is difficult. But this problem is compounded by the
diversity of opinion, scholarly and otherwise, that exists about
governing and steering technology and structural changes in
society. Different perspectives each have their respective assump-
tions concerning the main factors supporting,shaping, and modu-
lating transitions and their dynamics. While there is an active
academic debate about steering sustainability transitions (Hughes,
2013; Loorbach and Rotmans, 2010; Voss and Bornemann, 2011;
Smith et al., 2005; Weber and Rohracher, 2012; Wise et al., 2014),
there remains a great variety of perspectives on governing
transitions. Accepting this variety, we believe that integrated
appraisal approaches should seek to make contributions to each.
Here, for simplicity, we summarise briefly the wide range of
sometimes-related takes on governance that are implied in the
three transitions approaches:

� ‘Command and control’ public policy: using the classical distinc-
tion between public policy incentives, regulations and informa-
tion steering towards politically-defined objectives. Main actor:
Government. Problems: legitimacy and effectiveness (goal
achievement in face of complexity and strategic behaviour by
actors)

� Public-private governance: leveraging the dynamics in business
and society through research, technology and innovation (RTI),
and market-regulation policies, as well as partnerships, net-
works, discourse. Main actors: government and business.
Problems: incentives, accountability and effectiveness (collec-
tive goods under-invested in, market capture).

� Adaptive governance: responding to emergent properties of
complex transition processes, with an emphasis on visioning,
experiments (pioneering, action, learning by doing), monitoring
and evaluation, reflexivity, appropriate interventions during
windows of opportunity. Main actors: business, civil society and
government. Problems: coordination, assessment (need for real-
time assessment) and intervention (risk of incumbents remain-
ing dominant).

The diversity of perspectives on governance greatly complicates
a more integrated analytical approach to sustainability transitions
that seeks to contribute to policy and governance. With respect to
informing decision-making, each approach emphasises specific
aspects of transitions, while neglecting others. Quantitative systems
modelling has accumulated sophisticated means of exploring
future options to assist decision-making in relation to long-term
policy targets, with only limited consideration of difficulties
related to institutional or social inertia, and the interplay of
interests and politics in a real-world context. Socio-technical
transition analyses have accumulated insights from historical
transformations that can inform and focus current transition
efforts through knowledge of process and trajectory of develop-
ment, but have a limited ability to formulate stylised future
projections and to consider participation in local contexts.
Initiative-based learning has accumulated considerable insights
about local alternatives addressing long-term societal concerns
and related sources of failure (e.g. resistance) or success (e.g.
legitimation), with only limited attention to interactions with
(established or emergent) regime trajectories and limited ability to
formulate linkages with broader transformation dynamics. Not
only does the observation of socio-technical and ecological
transitions need to become more integrated, but perspectives on
how to support, shape and modulate the dynamics of transitions
also need to become both broadened and more integrated. We
believe that more integrated methods may facilitate coordination
and dialogue between often-disparate agents of change.

3. Three approaches to sustainability transitions

Quantitative systems modelling, socio-technical transition
studies and initiative-based learning are inscribed in a tradition
of problem-driven research addressing societally relevant issues.
Within the main problem area of sustainability transitions, each
approach provide their specific scientific outlook, sub-problems
and explanatory style, how they handle each of the five analytical
challenges discussed above, and adopt a different attitude towards
governance. We here take a closer look at each approach, focussing
on how they each contribute to the understanding and assessment
of (sustainable) transition pathways, before examining how they
fare against the five challenges.

3.1. Quantitative systems modelling

‘If you want to go from A to B within 30 years, scenario x, y, z are all
technically possible . . . We can not predict the future but point out
the likely consequences of specific choices’.

Core messages (Moss et al., 2010; van Vuuren et al., 2011; van
Vuuren, 2015): (1) future transitions pathways are scenarios that
depart from ‘reference futures’ either by policies oriented towards
politically-defined end-points or by a predefined set of policies; (2)
scenarios are projections not predictions; (3) technological and
behavioural options can contribute to achieve long-term (global,
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regional or national) political objectives; (4) subject to constraints
imposed in models, lowest-cost options are usually assumed to be
adopted in a clearing market; (5) transition pathways (distinct
combinations of options) to achieve long-term goals radically
depart from ‘business as usual’ pathways.

Quantitative systems modelling studies – a broad term we use
to refer to a wide variety of quantitative modelling approaches
including techno-economic, integrated assessment, system dy-
namic, network, agent-based, complex systems, etc. (Goodess
et al., 2003; Kareiva et al., 2005; Kelly and Kolstad,1999)—provide a
forward-looking perspective of transitions. This can be done by
analysing specific sets of policies or by backcasting (i.e. working
backwards from a given policy target to identify measures to
achieve it) from a social objective and forecasting (i.e. projecting
the future based on current trends) against such an objective. In
modelling studies, transitions are seen as fundamental change in
(performance) parameters (e.g. emissions, land use, etc.), driven by
changes in a modelled structure of drivers. What distinguishes
models is their scale and the detail with which factors are
represented. So, with low-carbon transition pathways, modelling
researchers focus on the periodic outcomes and performance of the
system under scrutiny (which may be a world region, a national
economy or a sector within a country), and on the temporal profile
of these outcomes that can deliver the desired performance
improvements (e.g. 60–80% reduction in emissions to reach the
2 �C target).

The quantitative systems modelling literature typically char-
acterises a variety of simulation runs for which input parameters
often reflect policy objectives and instruments (e.g. ‘business-as-
usual’ (BAU), ‘high carbon’, ‘carbon tax’) or technological avenues
(e.g. ‘more electric’, ‘hydrogen economy’, ‘no nuclear’, etc.) (Foxon
et al., 2013; Kriegler et al., 2014; Trutnevyte et al., 2014). From a
modelling perspective, the terms scenarios and pathways are often
used interchangeably. Scenarios are generally ‘compositional’ in
that they frame a picture of a total system of technologies linked to
efficiencies and performance metrics (emission factors, crop
yields). To generate scenarios, an underlying ‘storyline’ is often
posited which forms the basis for a narrative explaining the
outcomes generated by the model. In a normative, back-casting
mode of scenario development, pathways also relate to narrative
and quantitative elaboration of trajectories to achieve specific
outcomes (van Vuuren and Kok, 2012; Kok and Alkemade, 2014).
Foxon et al. (2013) have explored a typology of transition pathways
based on alternative governance patterns – where a specific
governance ‘logic’ (market-, government, or civil society-led) takes
precedence over the others and leads to fundamentally different
kinds of parameterised models and outcomes. The distinction of
clearly identifiable future scenarios is central to contrasting and
assessing different options from an analytical or policy perspective,
such as for instance the notion of ‘policy paths’ that brings greater
attention to the dynamic contexts formed by governance and
institutional aspects (Nilsson et al., 2011).

In practice, modelling researchers build models, collect data
and run models under specific constraints (e.g. policy goals and
objectives, emission targets, etc.). In general, models make
standard assumptions about information, foresight and utility-
maximising behaviour by rational actors. Several kinds of models
can be distinguished including top-down versus bottom-up
models (i.e. whole economy vs more technological detail),
agent-based models vs “one-actor” models, simulation models
vs optimization models and process-based vs cost-benefit models
(van Beeck, 1999; Füssel, 2010; Goodess et al., 2003; Kelly and
Kolstad, 1999; Kareiva et al., 2005; Weyant et al., 1996). Often,
models are a combination of such elements.

One of the main strengths of quantitative systems modelling is
that it focuses on system constraints from a relatively
deterministic, quasi-physical perspective, looking mainly at
observable quantitative variables (e.g. technological factors, crop
yields, emissions, land use, etc.) and projecting change over the
long-term. A considerable evidence-base of forward-looking
projections and scenarios has been amassed over the years, and
is influential in informing high-level policymaking (Strachan et al.,
2009). For instance, the EU Roadmap for moving to a low-carbon
economy in 2050 is strongly based on integrated assessment
model runs:

“The transition towards a competitive low carbon economy
means that the EU should prepare for reductions in its domestic
emissions by 80% by 2050 compared to 1990. The Commission has
carried out an extensive modelling analysis with several possible
scenarios showing how this could be done” (European Commis-
sion, 2011a).

Modelling outcomes can also serve to assess policy promises in
terms of the technological effort, the economic cost, the
distribution of costs and benefits, and the trade-offs between
different options. However, models also tend to overlook less
tangible aspects of transitions, such as the institutional and
cultural context of social and technological innovation, the role of
power and legitimacy, the non-linearity (and non-rationality) of
real-world processes. An obvious epistemic problem is that once
projections are made, reflexive actors will tend to change their
behaviour in response to them.

3.2. Socio-technical transition analysis

‘Going from A to B in the past has never been easy, and has involved
the co-evolution of x, y, z... We have identified some ideal patterns of
change but are uncertain about how transition dynamics will unfold’.

Core messages (Geels, 2004; Smith et al., 2005; Geels and
Schot, 2007; Markard et al., 2012; Turnheim and Geels, 2013): (1)
sustainability transitions involve multiple processes of technical,
institutional and social reconfiguration and alignment, taking
time; (2) transitions pathways are an outcome of interactions in
multiple levels of structuration in socio-technical systems
described as niches, regimes and landscapes; (3) given the
complexity of transitions processes, many future outcomes are
possible; (4) projections towards long-term end-points of tran-
sitions are avoided, but counterfactual exploration can be used to
envisage possible future developments (Hillman and Sandén,
2008).

Socio-technical transitions studies seek to analyse the multiple
dimensions of change, including a broad range of technological,
economic, political, socio-cultural aspects at different levels and
temporalities. Starting from a conceptualisation of technology and
associated practices as a (dynamically stable) ‘configuration that
works’, transition studies focus on the interplay between novelty
creation, external pressure and re-configuration of socio-technical
systems over time.

The approach adopts a broad sociological frame, combined with
a practical interest in historical methodologies, such as qualitative
longitudinal case studies in which data from a broad range of
sources is turned into rich socio-technical assessments. Policy
insight is derived from the analysis of past governance and
institutional patterns (Nilsson et al., 2012) and likely trajectories
given recent dynamics. The representation of governance is rooted
in co-evolutionary theories of change emphasising multiple actors
and multi-dimensional arrangements.

The socio-technical transitions literature actively relies on
pathway typologies, which are used as both theoretical constructs
and analytical devices to make sense of transitions. Transition
pathways characterise specific path-dependent regime trajectories
defined by propositions of underlying relationships and processes
of structural change, and the stabilisation of technologies and
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institutions within sectors of society (Geels 2004; Rip and Schot
2002; Jørgensen 2012). Berkhout et al. (2004) propose a typology
of transitions pathways based on a differentiation of the resource
mobilised (external or internal) and the degree of coordination in
resource deployment (high or low). Geels and Schot (2007)
suggest, instead, to base a pathway typology on the main kind of
actors involved (incumbents and/or new external actors), the
timing and nature of interactions. Socio-technical perspectives
conceptualise transitions pathways in terms of gradual changes in
socio-technical configurations, with attention to co-evolutionary
dynamics, but does not explicitly address their influence on overall
system performance (e.g. sustainability, emission profiles).

One of transition studies’ main strengths is the high degree of
context-specificity and nuance of its description of real-world
(historical) processes, stemming from an attention to agency and
institutional factors, and a nuanced take on process, causation, and
time. This is also its main drawback as it struggles with identifying
and communicating predictions and more tangible outcomes.
Transitions studies favour general strategic guidance (attuned to
context-dependencies) over traditional policy advice (e.g. centred
on instruments). Transition studies, in their practical applications,
also tend to be sector-specific, which can make the connection
with broader (environmental) policy goals more difficult to
establish.

3.3. Initiative-based learning

‘Going from A to B will only be achieved if the relevant actors are
involved in defining and legitimising new technologies and practices.
Understanding the motives and strategies of actors on the ground is
critical to making transitions socially-robust and sustainable.

Core messages (Argyris et al., 1985; Reason and Bradbury,
2001; Ozanne and Saatcioglu, 2008; Raven et al., 2008; Liedtke
et al., 2014):

In general, the range of perspectives and methods we wish to
group under initiative-based learning is less unified and more
heterogeneous than modelling and transitions studies, but there
are some common starting-points.
Table 1
Overview of strengths and weaknesses of the three approaches.

Approach Strengths 

Quantitative
systems
modelling

Robust & highly formalised research methods 

Consistent analysis of complex systems
Attention to system interactions (e.g. sectors)
Attention to problem interactions 

Synthetic analysis of multiple options
Links policy goals to required physical changes 

Ability to calculate effects of policy options on transition
pathways
Simple and coherent policy advice

Socio-technical
analysis

Fine-grained analysis and understanding 

Attention to different levels and temporalities 

Attention to relevant socio-technical dimensions
Attention to multiple actors and behaviour types
Analysis of institutions and changing ‘rules of the game’
(including shared cognitions and norms)
Attention to inertia of existing systems 

Policy advice sheds light on uncertainties

Initiative-based
learning

Analyses and/or engages in real-world initiatives as
experiments
Attention to local level and implementation 

Attention to actor-relevant dimensions (behaviour, legitimacy,
learning, inclusion, etc.)
Relevance to stakeholders and practitioners 

Policy advice is rooted in practice
(1) understanding expectations and practices of actors in novel
socio-technical configurations is critical; (2) learning by doing
includes technical, organisational and cultural aspects; (3) while
often driven by a longer-term vision, the rationality of actors in
sustainability experiments are bounded by their immediate
environment and resource constraints; (4) at the micro-scale,
socio-technical innovation involves shaping and responding to
emergent processes.

Initiative-based learning engages with concrete projects at the
level of individual initiatives (‘transitions in the making’,
sustainability experiments), involving diverse social actors such
as citizens, businesses, civil society organisations and (local)
government, with the aim of fostering innovation and upscaling
innovative sustainability solutions (Raven et al., 2008). In choosing
a more limited focus through the term ‘initiative-based learning’
we also draw on the broad tradition of work on action research
(Lewin,1946; Argyris et al.,1985; Huntjens et al., 2015). The focus is
on agency and interactions at the level of individual initiatives and
projects. Legitimation of novelty and public participation are seen
as crucial for radically novel socio-technical configurations. These
initiatives may be viewed as microcosms of future reconfigured
systems. The true value of these ‘real-world experiments’ (Schot
and Geels 2008) is that they reveal emergent properties in system
change processes that are invisible or ignored by other approaches:
the practical realities, emergent tensions and problems stemming
from new ways of doing things. Transitions are seen as the up-
scaling of successful (legitimate) solutions. Learning from initia-
tives on the ground is hence critical to the governance of
transitions in the making, particularly effective forms of shaping
and fostering transition efforts from the ground up.

Common research strategies consist in observing the mecha-
nisms and dynamics of such localised activities e.g. through
ethnographic observation and case study analysis (George and
Bennett, 2005). Other, more engaged, strategies are based on
participatory methodologies where researchers deliberately take
an active role in shaping, or initiating the development of
transition-oriented activities e.g. in real experiments or ‘living
labs’ (Liedtke et al., 2014).
Weaknesses

Oversimplification of social realities, little attention to actors and behaviours
(politics, power struggles, beliefs, strategies)

Limited scope for changing economic, social and institutional rule-sets

Over-reliance on economic mechanisms
Limited attention to implementation process

Mainly descriptive (qualitative case studies)
Qualified generalisation (context-specific, pattern-based, multiple and changing
forms causal mechanisms)

Limited forward orientation to political targets

Policy advice focuses on general strategies (patterns) rather than
instrumentality

Limited methodological standardisation

Often context-specific and short-term oriented
Limited attention to wider structural contexts

Difficulty to generalise lessons for entire transitions
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Initiative-based learning mobilises the notion of pathways in
relation to strategic implementation processes – such as within the
sub-strand of strategic niche management (SNM), which empha-
sises the protection of early innovation in niches (Kemp et al.,1998;
Smith and Raven, 2012) and so provides a direct connection with
the system transformation focus of socio-technical transitions
analysis. Initiative-based learning focuses mainly on local socio-
technical configurations, with greater attention to contextual
factors and issues of spatial replication, but has little to say about
overall system performance. It is concerned with more granular
changes, theorised as shared visions and plans, the coordination of
known and engaged actor networks (Seyfang et al., 2014), and the
development of innovative practices and routines (Pelling et al.,
2008). The process of learning is conceived as a participative
Table 2
Key differences between the three approaches.

Quantitative systems modelling 

Scale and
temporality

Analytical scale Various – but often global, national and
sector-scale analysis

Multi-scale linkages Linkages between sectoral models at
different scales

Time horizon Long-term perspective (decades) 

Time orientation Future scenario projections 

Temporal articulation Current decisions informed by future
projections

Treatment of
complexity

Methodological strategy Modelling of systems through internally
consistent parameters and decision-rule

Explanatory focus Alternative scenarios representing
differing starting conditions and
parameter values

Predictive inclination Projections based on a finite set of
parameters and objectives

Treatment of uncertainty Simulations allow exploring future
uncertainties under specific
constraints

Innovation
and inertia

Sources of innovation Innovation as option with evolving
performance (cf learning as relative pric
changes). Novelty emerges when
performance thresholds are crossed

System inertia Formalisation of system inertia restricted
to model structure and initial conditions
and modelled via long lifetime of
technologies

Normative
goals

Normative positioning &
conceptualisation

Unspecified normative position,
concerned with technical and
economic feasibility of achieving given
policy targets

Approach to sustainability Sustainability targets and ambitions are
exogenously defined with reference to
geophysical tolerances

Governing
transitions

Conceptualisation of policy Policy objectives as exogenous
constraints in models

Representation of
decisionmakers

Policymakers ‘outside’ the system,
pulling ‘levers’ to steer developments (c
‘illusion of control’)

View on intervention Clear model-based advice about
intervention options. Policy intervention
mainly through economic and regulator
instruments, with little attention to
institutional or governance dynamics
process, with attention given to the practical arrangements for
achieving legitimacy and localised social learning (van de Kerkhof
and Wieczorek, 2005; Markusson et al., 2011). Increasingly, there is
a conceptualisation of local initiatives as being connected and co-
dependent across localities in significant national and global
networks (Bulkeley et al., 2015). Learning approaches to transitions
pathways emphasise the role of (protected) experimentation
contexts as fruitful for trialling and adjustment of formulas that
may be replicated and scaled-up elsewhere. Their focus on
uncertainties and contingencies in local pathways allows captur-
ing the possibility of failure and success.

A main strength of these approaches is their action and
problem-solving orientation, dealing with the full complexity of
capabilities, positions, perceptions and power of actors in specific
Socio-technical analysis Initiative-based learning

Mainly national systems, with
comparisons across countries

Local scale, sometimes with
comparisons across contexts

Landscape-regime-niche links
processes at different scales and
temporalities

Not explicit

Long-term perspective (decades) Short timeframe (5–15 years)
Historical and ongoing transitions Transitions in the making
Cases approached via pattern
recognition over time

Decision-making and
implementation temporality

-
s

In-depth cases generate rich
understanding of socio-technical
dynamics and uncertainties

Detailed account of the contingencies,
complexity and messiness of actor
strategies and interactions

Emphasis on exploration and
interpretation

Emphasis on subjectivities and
deliberative processes, attention to
behavioural aspects

Limited capacity to make predictions Limited focus on predictions

Future uncertainties explored via
matching with familiar patterns (cf
taxonomies of transitions)

Realism about the actualisation of
intended strategies, and elicitation of
uncertainties

e
Explains emergence of novelty in
niches competing with established
regime along developmental
trajectories

Explains the local emergence of
novelty as result of experimentation.
Success is mediated by contextualized
struggles

,
Detailed representation of system
inertia (system configuration,
regime rules, actor strategies), and
relationship to niche (breakthrough)

Inertia as justification for and obstacle
to innovative experiments

Problematises current normative
positions, concerned with the
emergence of new norms and
institutions in transitions

Activist-orientation, normative
position intrinsic to the specific
initiative are privileged

Sustainability ambitions are seen as
outcome of socio-political negotiation
processes that may result in
institutional change but are not taken
for granted

Sustainability effects are attributed to
the action of individual agents and
groups - derived from their motives,
respective strengths and weaknesses,
etc.

Policy and governance as one of
many interacting dimensions of a
complex transition process

Policy as enabler of local initiatives

f
Policymakers as part of the system &
dependent on other actors to
‘modulate’ ongoing dynamics, rather
than steering

Detailed and plural focus on actors
& networks influencing decisions &
'situated' development of initiative

y

Advice focuses on strategic ‘lessons’
and patterns (instead of specific tools
and instruments). Choice and
effectiveness of interventions depends
on contexts

Emphasis on internal governance of
processes and resources: learning and
experimentation; network
management; advocacy and
dissemination
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local settings. There is a concreteness about the struggles
represented by these initiatives (and their reflexive analysis) that
contrasts with the quite abstract frameworks inherent to
modelling and transitions studies. The main weakness of initia-
tive-based learning is its short-term orientation, and lesser
concern with wider structural and institutional influences on
innovation. It may also be difficult to generalise from a highly
context-dependent cases (Ison et al., 2007).

We summarise this discussion of the three approaches in
Table 1, which provides a synthetic and necessarily stylised
overview of the main strengths and weaknesses of each approach,
focussing on methodological, analytical, and policy consider-
ations.

3.4. Treatment of key analytical challenges by the three approaches

In Section 2 above, we identified five challenges for analysing
and governing sustainability transitions. Here we present in
summary form (Table 2) key differences in the way the three
approaches treat each of these challenges. What is striking is that
each of the three approaches attends to related problems with its
specific outlook, assumptions, conceptual frame, analytical lens
and methods, hence shedding light on and emphasising different
aspects, dimensions, temporalities and governance dilemmas of
sustainability transitions. This suggests that the approaches might
complement each other, if effective ways of integrating across and
between them could be developed. In revealing the practical effect
of the differences between the approaches, this assessment also
points to the problems faced by integration of approaches carrying
highly different assumptions, and suggests that selective linking
may be a more desirable integration strategy than fusion. In
Table 2, we highlight (in bold) outstanding elements that an
integrated approach could encompass and actively mobilise to
enrich a more comprehensive assessment of transitions pathways.

4. Towards integration of the three approaches

In this section, we lay out the features of an analysis of
sustainability transitions pathways resting on the combination of
different analytical approaches. While each approach may be
strengthened by explicitly attending to the five transition
challenges, the analysis presented in Table 2 has revealed that
no single approach fares well across all five of them. Rather, it is
only by connecting insights from different approaches and cross-
examining transitions through their combined perspectives that
we may reach a more robust understanding of sustainability
transitions. We provide a set of guiding principles for the
combination of different perspectives in the problem-context of
sustainability transition and set out a strategy for integration based
on two basic procedures – alignment and bridging – in continuous
iterative cycle, always in support of analytical or governance
objectives.

Having revealed and bearing in mind the main epistemic and
methodological differences and complementarities that exist
between approaches, we need to identify more specifically the
joint elements around which an integrated ‘meta-perspective’ on
sustainability transitions pathways can be articulated in terms of
applied concepts, problem-frames and empirical domains. We
term this step alignment.

Once such common understanding and coherence about the
overall phenomenon has been established, there is then a need for
a two-way interaction to occur, in the context of a specific problem-
solving process. Integration is not an end in itself, but always occurs
in the context of problem-solving, whether this is a specific
analytical problem or in respect of a defined governance problem.
The integration of differentiated perspectives can be fruitfully
oriented towards improving the nature and quality of information
for decision-making (for different actors) – that is, towards specific
governance problems, explicitly mobilising the different kinds of
information on offer to elicit the criteria around which situated
transition strategies can be evaluated. We term this step bridging,
and this will involve building active operational links between
approaches around data and explanation in a common stream of
analysis.

Finally, this aligned interaction between approaches will need to
be done iteratively. Over the longer-run, we believe that a chain of
interactions would be created, generating outputs attuned to the
needs of stakeholders and decision-makers. These interactions
may be continuous or periodic, the latter responding to specific
windows of opportunity presented by cycles of attention, policy-
making and practice.

4.1. Aligning problem frames

While no single approach is able to fully address the five
challenges we have outlined, their combination enables an explicit
positioning against the challenges associated with the governance
of sustainability transitions. For example, combined attention to
past, present and projected transitions, via the shared problem
frame of transitions pathways, enables more nuanced and
grounded evaluation of the options ahead and their strategic
implications. We here formulate some general principles that an
integrative approach should attend to with respect to each
challenge – as ways to cut across related dilemmas –, and illustrate
where relevant.

4.1.1. Scale and temporality
Transitions are understood as involving multiple scales and

temporalities. Sustainability transitions involve co-constitutive
dynamics between goal-setting and emergent transformative
change, which calls for and understanding of the two-way
relationships between different scales and sources of change.
Multi-level governance perspectives usefully problematize differ-
ent levels of decision-making in terms of opportunities for and
actors influencing innovation processes (Nilsson et al., 2012).
Sustainability transitions can only be steered in real time, over
time, with knowledge of past developments. Steering transitions
requires a particular kind of sense making: the ability to “zoom in
and out” between levels of analysis and to “zip back and forth in
time” (Garud and Gehman 2012). This can be done by linking the
different perspectives and the multiplicities of scale and tempo-
ralities they offer (see Table 2).

For example, results from global integrated assessment
modelling indicate that in order to reduce the environmental
impacts of food production, sustainable intensification (higher
crop yields with lower environmental impacts), reduction of food
wastes and losses, as well as dietary changes are important options
(Stehfest et al., 2013; van Vuuren and Kok, 2012; Westhoek et al.,
2014). For both governments and consumers, only a limited set of
these options is truly ‘governable’. Changes in consumption
patterns and reduction of food wastes are effective only when
widely-practised, while agricultural production systems are
typically shaped by markets and public policies. At the neighbour-
hood-scale, urban farming initiatives (Hardman and Larkham,
2014; Spaargaren et al., 2013) have emerged to tackle systemic
options related to production, waste and consumption, but there is
often a disconnect with the translation of this learning into
assessments of transitions on the broader scale.

4.1.2. Treatment of complexity
Innovation and its related uncertainties are contextualised

within long-term processes. Each approach offers a
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complementary type of realism in its evaluation of complexity: by
exploring future constraints, identifying familiar patterns, and
attention to the gap between intentions and actualisation. Greater
steering potential comes with attention to process dimensions:
trajectory, direction of change, momentum, inertia. Steering
becomes about identifying, seizing, and generating positive (and
lasting) conditions for change, partly through the control of
specific variables (e.g. price-performance, R&D investment, etc.),
but also through a balance of continuity and responsiveness to
change. A processual understanding of change enables more
adaptive forms of intervention, adjusted to innovation dynamics,
support to experimentation, and the reflexive management of
uncertainties.

For example, in the electricity domain, effective strategies for
renewable energy deployment in Germany have relied on a
combination of awareness of the determinants of innovation
processes, artificial control over long-term conditions, and the
ability to reflexively evaluate progress. In practice, this has taken
the shape of early support with long-term horizon for investment
(FIT), followed by a planned automatic degression, and further
degressive interventions in the face of an overly successful
programme.

4.1.3. Innovation and inertia
Transition efforts can be evaluated with respect to the

challenges of overcoming inertia and path dependency. Specifical-
ly, this is often done in modelling approaches by comparing
sustainability pathways against the no-action or business-as-usual
scenarios, but remains limited to technological assumptions.
Socio-technical analysis problematizes and explains inertia of
established configurations in terms of broader sets of mechanisms,
including structural factors in tangible elements, institutional
factors (rule-sets), and agency (resistance of powerful actors).
Making such a ‘gap analysis’ central to transition analysis across all
approaches attracts attention to the considerable efforts required
to achieve ambitious sustainability objectives as they are currently
formulated, including the problem of overcoming the inertia of
incumbent systems.

For example, in the heat domain, there is tremendous techno-
economic inertia in the existing housing stock, which is relatively
energy inefficient and poorly insulated, and has a notoriously slow
replacement rate (Thomsen and van der Flier, 2009). On the other
hand, efficiency improvement of individual housing units, e.g.
through whole house retrofits, is a massive challenge in terms of
technology, costs, capabilities, and regulatory hurdles (e.g. building
protection and conservation). Current policy emphasis on raising
efficiency standards for new buildings will not deliver trans-
formations of the required scope and urgency. Attention to such
sources of inertia points to the scale of the challenge of
decarbonisation in the building sector, but also sheds light on
dilemmas. Standards for new buildings should be combined with
interventions that explicitly tackle inefficiencies of the existing
stock on a large scale, as well as develop the industrial and services
capacity for nation-wide retrofitting programmes.

4.1.4. Normative prescription
The multi-faceted understanding of transitions pathways

attracts attention to the fact that sustainability transitions require
a re-definition of performance criteria around emergent socio-
technical systems and emergent aspirational values (in addition to
economic logics). This is a fundamental change rooted in norms
and values that is most challenging to purposefully steer and
stabilise in the long run – an aspect that socio-technical analysis
explicitly seeks to unpack, but are typically difficult to capture in
quantitative modelling strategies. Attention to key metrics of
performance, how these are adjusted and change and how they
resonate in transitions discourses should be considered in more
integrated approaches.

For example, in the mobility domain and for road-based
transport in particular, norms and cultural values ascribed to cars
have a profound influence on how performance and utility is
evaluated, and such variables are key to understand mobility
transitions (Nykvist and Nilsson, 2015; Nykvist and Whitmarsh,
2008). New values and synergies emerging from, e.g. the influence
of information technology developments, enabling developments
such as a product to service shift through advance car sharing and
leasing options and future potential integration with the power
system with benefits of vehicles to grid integration, will be
instrumental in re-defining performance of car-based mobility.
Their novelty generates further sources of uncertainty and path
disruption.

4.1.5. Governance assumptions
There is general agreement that governance, in the sense of

supporting, shaping, and modulating sustainability transitions, is
more a question of adaptive coordination and problem-solving
(‘muddling through’ chains of decisions) than of direct control
(Wise et al., 2014). This leads to a focus on actors, key processes and
the (re) formulation of transition objectives, about which each
approach has something to offer. However, these actors, actions
and objectives are clearly all future-facing, and in order to be
useful, transitions analysis needs to be able to have a significant
prospective disposition, as well as an ability to adapt to changing
circumstances, problem framings, and societal objectives (Leach
et al., 2010; Weaver and Rotmans, 2006).

For example, from a multi-functional land use perspective,
different governance regimes determine biodiversity outcomes.
Biodiversity protection is one of these regimes, which competes
with other governance regimes such as agriculture, forestry, water
management, urban planning (Kok and Alkemade, 2014). Depend-
ing on openings in other regimes, opportunities arise for improving
biodiversity outcomes. Unless clear windows of opportunity occur,
as in the case with combining nature development with new water
management approaches (Rohdea et al., 2006), these remain
incremental changes to the current regimes, with limited long-
term benefits for biodiversity and climate.

4.2. Bridging between approaches

There is an emerging research stream that aims to integrate
different approaches, recognising the benefits to be gained in more
robustly shaping sustainability transitions (Holtz, 2011; Foxon,
2013; Papachristos, 2014; Trutnevyte et al., 2014). Integration
strategies attending to the co-evolution of social and technological
innovation processes in sustainability transitions pathways range
from one-off enrichment to more recursive combinations based on
iterative interactions and collaborative linkages.

At one end of this spectrum are one-off methodological
enrichments. Such strategies have led to improvements in
modelling, through for instance the integration of insights from
the governance and institutional literature (Söderholm et al., 2011;
Nilsson et al., 2011), the timely mobilisation of data from historic
transitions to calibrate models, taking into account uncertainty
(van Ruijven et al., 2010), or the identification of key parameter
values through scenario storylines (McDowall, 2014:3). Transitions
approaches have also benefited from data generated by models in
terms of consistency and feasibility checks (McDowall, 2014). It has
been suggested that socio-technical approaches should strive
towards greater compatibility with future-oriented epistemologies
reminiscent of modelling strategies: ‘transition scenarios’ (Elzen
et al., 2004; Hillman and Sandén, 2008; van Bree et al., 2010;
Marletto, 2014) have been developed as a form of future-oriented
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exercise in that direction. Transition studies have also benefited
from the incorporation of learning and participatory perspectives
(van de Kerkhof and Wieczorek, 2005; Seyfang et al., 2014).

An emerging strand of research has emerged with the
development of modelling strategies informed by socio-technical
analysis (Hughes et al., 2013; Foxon et al., 2013; Köhler et al., 2009;
Köhler, 2014). These more ambitious integrative efforts go beyond
one-off enrichment and seek to ‘translate’ insights from socio-
technical theories into specific modelling features (e.g. actor
configurations and dynamics, co-evolution of social and technical,
the influence of shifts in motivations, etc.) (Hughes, 2013).
‘Layering’ strategies and the development of active linkages
between different levels of analysis allow models to integrate
insights from a variety of tools and methods. Hughes (2013)
proposes the development of a reflexive scenario process (with an
iteration of linkages) to more effectively link near-term decisions
to long-term objectives through transitions pathways. Other
integrative efforts have focussed on linking qualitative storylines
(or narrative scenarios) with more quantitative modelling
exercises (Nakicenovic et al., 2000; O’Neill et al., 2015; van Vuuren
and Kok, 2012; Fortes et al., 2015; McDowall, 2014; Fontela, 2000;
Alcamo, 2008; Trutnevyte et al., 2014).

A ‘compare, contrast and revise’ strategy may lead to mutual
enrichment of insights from each approach. A research strategy
based on ‘two-way recursive collaboration’ (Trutnevyte et al.,
2014) and multiple iterations may lead to greater robustness of
future scenarios and transitions pathways. In terms of concrete
analytical integration, McDowall (2014:3) suggests a strategy
based on ‘dialogue’, whereby methodologically distinct
approaches are used in parallel to mutually inform each other:
“modelling exercises are used to examine and inform elements of
the scenarios, while the scenarios are used to challenge and
confront the results suggested by the model”. Mobilising such
active links in an integrated chain of analysis can improve real-
world assessments of concrete transition strategies and practice.

The challenge is to develop operational linkages around
different types of explanation. We suggest bridging both via the
research process (facilitating collaborative interaction around
analytical tools, empirical data, etc.) and the outcomes and fresh
outlook that a joint approach can deliver (integrated assessment)
to a variety of decision-making publics. The extent to which such
an integrated approach is feasible also hinges upon the balance
that can be struck between achieving a sufficient degree of
common understanding, and respecting approach-specific con-
straints, assumptions and analytical dimensions.
Fig. 1. Towards shared framings and concept
Clearly defining the focus and boundaries of integrated analysis
is fundamental. Proceeding from the fertile ground identified thus
far (i.e. overlaps and complementarity against five main chal-
lenges, shared problem frame of sustainability transitions path-
ways), and taking stock from the evaluative richness that each
approach has to offer, we suggest bridging via those concepts that
capture essential phenomenological attributes of transitions
pathways: goal-setting (orientation towards collective normative
objectives), momentum (relative to inertia and incremental change
in existing regimes), depth (degree of radicality of systems change)
and scope (number of dimensions that change in socio-technical
systems). These shared concepts can be seen as vehicles for
bridging as they are interpretively flexible enough to allow for the
mobilisation of the different kinds of information offered by each
approach, yet specific enough to enable systematic analysis and
cumulative knowledge development. On a more practical level,
they enable to capture the rich diversity of sustainability
transitions in the making, and to selectively evaluate opportunities
or define priorities to support, shape and modulate the dynamics of
transitions.

4.3. An integrated approach to evaluating sustainability transitions
pathways

By integration we mean a research strategy of aligning, bridging
between largely separate analytical approaches, and iterations of
such interactions. Integration is a procedure based on shared
concepts, information and targets. The first aligning step is to adopt
a broadly shared problem formulation and framing that can act as
channels for dialogue between the three approaches for evaluating
sustainability transitions pathways. Fig. 1 illustrates the basic set-
up, with a shared framing around transitions pathways to achieve
normative goals, the construction of pathways and agreement on
basic analytical concepts that can be handled by each of the
different approaches (different time horizons, analytical con-
structs and representations), and a broad view of how different
representations of transitions can be made to converse.

Evaluating transition efforts requires agreement about the
specific normative objectives to be met. For a given empirical
domain, and measured against a specific societal target, the aim of
the assessment will be to characterise goal-setting, momentum,
depth and scope of systems changes leading to a transition, e.g.
what is meant by the momentum of a sustainability transition?
How can it be measured and evaluated?
s across the three analytical approaches.
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A second bridging step is to orient analysis towards specific
governance problems, explicitly mobilising different kinds of
information in the assessment of transition strategies, to specify
the empirical domains of the analysis to be carried out (setting
clear boundaries, scales and temporalities), to establish the
common metrics and data that will be transferred (and enable
the consolidation of operational linkages) between analytical
approaches, and to specify the type of assessment sought. A
generalised schematic of transfers between approaches in an
interlinked chain of analysis is given in Fig. 2, which represents
how neighbouring perspective can be actively mobilised.

For a given empirical domain (electricity, heat, mobility, etc.)
and context, approaches can be oriented towards a joint evaluation
of current trajectories towards specified objectives (e.g. emissions
reductions targets). Quantitative systems modelling can help
translate objectives in terms of techno-economic requirements, i.e.
preliminary future scenarios balancing a set of options over time.
Socio-technical analysis, with its detailed appraisal of real-world
niche momentum, current regime dynamics and interactions, can
contribute to initial model parameterisation, but also critically-
question the feasibility of transitions scenarios – for instance by
suggesting that regulatory policies can only be introduced when
well-developed alternatives are available, in a phased manner.
Modelled pathways can also be strengthened through the
development of rich narrative storylines taking into account
policy paths that are more realistic as to the availability socio-
technical alternatives. Initiative-based learning from local sustain-
ability projects can benefit from being framed in the context of
niche-regime relationships, and according to their contribution to
policy targets. Real-world experiments can be seen as ‘pre-
figurations’ of alternative socio-technical-ecological systems,
drawing attention to the kinds of struggles encountered on the
ground, and so deliver crucial lessons for the feasibility of different
options for future-oriented scenarios.

Compounded, such steps result in a consolidated form of
transition assessment, bridging between approaches via shared
flows of information and bringing multiple dimensions into
perspective. At each step, dialogue and information exchange
proceeds via the shared concepts of goal-setting, momentum, depth
and scope of transitions pathways. Concrete outcomes include
realistic prospective scenarios to meet policy objectives, detailed
supportive narrative storylines, and enriched evaluative capacity
in relation to current transition efforts.
Fig. 2. Schematic representation of steps in an interlinked ch
By bridging between approaches to transitions pathways it is
possible to achieve a more multi-dimensional evaluation of
transitions as they unfold, informing governance decisions and
practices. Past and current transitions can be assessed by analysing
recurring patterns and measurable variations. Future projections
can be used to explore different alternative trajectories and their
potential implications. Sustainability transitions pathways can be
further operationalised so as to enable collaborative research,
maximising the transferability of concepts and empirical evidence
across approaches, and maintaining openness to new scientific
developments.

Specifically, an integrated evaluation of sustainability tran-
sitions should compose with the respective strengths of quantita-
tive systems modelling, socio-technical analysis and initiative-
based learning:

� an ability for developing future projections/scenarios: explicit
goals based on policy intentions and targets, and an assessment
of how we can get from the present to these objectives,

informed by,

� (focussed) in-depth analysis: an understanding of the recent
past and present (the degree of inertia of regime trends, possible
alternatives), an understanding of where are we currently
heading (niche momentum, regime transformation, etc.),

including

� (generalizable) lessons about the scaling of experimentation: an
understanding of what is happening on the ground, emerging
trends-in-the-making, the determinants of successful imple-
mentation and scaling up, etc.

The role of carbon capture and storage (CCS) in energy futures
provides a useful illustration. Given current decarbonisation
objectives in the energy domain, a number of quantitative systems
modelling projections suggest an important role for CCS (Magné
et al., 2010), particularly to comply with stricter decarbonisation
targets (van Vuuren et al., 2010). A socio-technical analysis may
point to current legitimacy and feasibility issues in practice, as “the
slow pace and high cost of demonstration and deployment and an
emerging opposition movement suggests that any projections for
ain of analysis of future-oriented transitions pathways.
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large-scale development remain highly uncertain” (Stephens and
Jiusto, 2010:2023), but also emphasise its compatibility with
incumbent strategies. Such insight can serve to critically modulate
model parameters and ultimately how CCS fares in future
scenarios, e.g. via an outline of key related uncertainties
(Markusson et al., 2012). Focusing on local projects can point to
the framing of resistance to CCS implementation, and the local
circumstances leading to success or failure, such as concerns about
safety and property devaluation, trust and fairness, and the lack of
consultation (Terwel et al., 2012). Attention to differences across
localities (e.g. very strong protests in Germany, and comparatively
more acceptance in the UK) can sharpen understandings of CCS
project implementation, and the conditions under which CCS may
(not) be assumed to play a role in future energy pathways (Nykvist,
2013).

In terms of transitions pathways, CCS relates to ambitious low-
carbon goal-setting, may be relatively low-depth (it is aligned with
current power generation systems), but currently enjoys low
momentum, partly due to the scope of change that its successful
implementation would require (societal acceptance, technical
feasibility, financial support, etc.).

In terms of governance, it is possible to mobilise such
knowledge to inform strategies and offer an insightful and
multi-dimensional analysis of the core issues around CCS path-
ways. For instance, CCS appears to be highly unlikely in the current
German context given low societal acceptance and regional power
to bar projects, but this may have to change to jointly deliver on
commitments to decarbonisation and coal use (Praetorius and von
Stechow, 2009). For high-CCS pathways to become more credible
and feasible in the future, some critical uncertainties and
requirements must be attended to, including local acceptance,
coherent narratives and support build-up.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we have addressed the problem of integrating
three analytical approaches – quantitative systems modelling,
socio-technical transitions studies and initiative-based learning
– which are widely applied in the analysis of sustainability
transitions for problem-solving in governance. Each approach is a
lens that generates only a partial understanding of sustainability
transitions and their related challenges. Combining different
approaches promises to take advantage of the strengths of
multiple methodologies and approaches and thereby provide a
more robust evaluation of sustainability transitions as they unfold
in as complex systems transformations with emergent properties.
Furthermore, the challenging nature of sustainability transitions
needs to be recognised and accepted by decision-makers. Getting
relevant actors to engage with the idea of transitions and
transformations requires more integrated tools for understanding
and guiding these complex societal processes, but also the
emergence of governance styles that are more suited to deal with
the challenges at hand (Geels et al., 2015). The approach that we
have put forward in this paper suggests that a more nuanced
approach is more complex, requires greater unpacking of
uncertainties, debate, less precision and more learning-by-doing.
It hence departs from the ‘command-and control’ or public
management styles often favoured by policymakers because of the
‘illusion of control’ that they carry. The aim of integration is to
develop more complete and flexible analysis of sustainability
transitions, useful to decision-makers and practitioners. The
benefits of integration for decision-makers include:

- plural perspective in the evaluation of transition dynamics and
governance implications,
- new methods for monitoring, projecting and evaluating
transitions pathways,

- new means of informing public governance and private
strategies.

We have set out five major analytical challenges and considered
how these challenges are addressed by each of the three
approaches. This provided a synthesis of the characteristics of a
flexible integrated approach. Despite the very wide epistemic and
methodological differences, we believe there are good grounds for
a common framing of analytical and governance problems that
would be addressed by combining different lenses and styles of
explanation. We then moved on to a proposal for integration in
practice, arguing that this takes the form of bridging between
approaches via an iterative dialogue around shared framing of
transitions pathways with key concepts. We further illustrated
how such an approach can work in practice, by sketching out some
essential steps and mobilising a brief example. A practical next step
would involve the specification of how such integrated evaluation
can be mobilised in specific cases, from a multiplicity of viewpoints
and decision-making capacities.

Given the current deadlock in terms of accelerating sustain-
ability and low-carbon transitions, and given the difficulties of
each approach in delivering effective support to decision-making
in this direction, it is crucial to develop more multi-dimensional
assessments. Research derived from the general approach outlined
here promises to deliver richer analytical understandings of
transitions pathways as it uncovers new ways of seeing, and the
ability to observe transitions dynamics as they unfold, with
attention to their emergent properties. It provides the basis for the
development of a substantial body of empirical evidence about
transitions pathways in a variety of domains and context.

A critical way forward is to unlock the potential for this kind of
analysis to have an impact on policy and real-world decision-
making. We have made initial steps in demonstrating why and how
this kind of work can become useful to practitioners, as it can
deliver richer forms of assessments, new and plural views on
governance and accommodation of multiple challenges and
dilemmas. In doing so, this article has contributed to a broader
reflection on deliberatively supporting, shaping and modulating
sustainability transitions pathways towards desirable outcomes in
full awareness of the scale, scope and urgency of the effort
required.
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